Goats grazing and fencing
Extracts from Nibblers online discussion group
Hello there,
I'm the new Conservation Officer for the Malvern Hills having previously worked on the
Woolhope Dome project and a recent (brief) sojourn with FWAG.
We're currently grazing the hills with NC Cheviots, Welsh Halfbreds, Dexters, Galloways and
a few Belties. They're doing a great job of controlling regrowth from scrub clearance (mainly
Gorse, Rowan, Sycamore and Birch) but not doing a lot to existing scrub.
We're cautiously interested in trialling some goats to run with one or both of the sheep
flocks. However, we will probably have to use temporary electric fencing to contain them and
we are not sure if this is possible/viable. One of the flocks is well hefted and is currently run
without electric fences. All the sites are very steep, open and unfenced with lots of cover to
lose stock in. We also have 1.5 million visitors a year, many of whom bring packs of dogs
larger than our own flocks!
A few questions:
1. Can we use electric fencing to contain goats? (perhaps if it was a strand higher and the
goats were dwarf?)
2. Will the goats happily run with the sheep/cattle or do their own thing?
3. Can they be hefted?
4. Can anyone recommend a site/s with similar management issues, that has used goats
and would be happy to receive a couple of our team to see what the these little browsing
beasts can do and how you manage them?
Cheers.
Rob.
Rob Havard
Conservation Officer
Malvern Hills Conservators
Hi Rob,
Contact Linda smith at Martin Down NNR, Hampshire (lindacsmith@supanet.com). EN have
used mixed goat and sheep flocks over the years there very successfully.
Tracé
Chalk Grassland PO
RSPB Wessex Team
Hello Rob
We keep a flock of goats contained with 5 strands of electric wire - We've had them in there
for two years and never had an escape.
The wire is attached to wooden posts at 10m intervals with insulated staples.

If you're interested the dimensions of the electric wire
1st wire 150mm off floor
2nd wire 140mm above 1st wire
3rd wire 185mm above 2nd wire
4th wire 200mm above 3rd wire
5th wire 230mm above 4th wire.
I think I got these measurements from a BTCV manual, and it works a treat. We have turned
off the bottom wire, to save it shorting out too much.
The key is to ensure the battery and fence are fully working for the first month, and then they
never go anywhere near it. Also having a large hefting area helps, (20 goats/9ha).
Ian Rickards
Kent Wildlife Trust
Hi Interesting that your goats keep away from the electric fence after initial training. We've
found horses similarly (or more..?) wary, with some regarding any old bit of string as a
permanent barrier.
However, cattle seem to check the fence every couple of days, and we've found we have to
keep an eye on the fencer or they're straight through it. We use fencers (Eddie Palin
Fenceman) which can run on either internal dry batteries or a 12 V car battery. A fully
charged car battery lasts a good couple of months, then it'll run on the internal batteries for a
day or two while the other is recharged. We use new car batteries, as old ones never seem
to keep their charge for long.
Richard
Just one observation. We also use electric fencing a lot, but you'll find that you get longer life
by using batteries that are specifically designed for deep cycling - e.g. so-called leisure
batteries - as car batteries are not designed for repeated heavy discharge. It damages the
plates. A car is continually topping its battery up via the alternator so that unless there is a
malfunction it should never reach a state of low charge.
Mike Sandison
Essex Wildlife Trust
Yes, but...
A battery for a mini is about £20 or £25. Abused by deep-cycling (though seldom wholly
discharged) they last quite well -- not managed to destroy one yet. The only deep-cycle
batteries I've found are at least twice or three times the cost -- or am I not looking hard
enough?
The power demand is quite low, so one ought to be able to get away with a fairly small
battery -- helpful if carrying it a long way.
Richard C

